
in the sclerotic, and is present behind the lamina ctibrosa as
cerebro-spinal fluid. That an interchange of substances for the
n-utrition of the structures within the eye takes place was shown by
Magitot and d'Autrevaux in the following manner. After an
ocular contusion it was found that there was no glucose in the
aqueous humour. Presumably all the available glucose was
absorbed by the damaged cells in the process of recovery. Forty-
eight hours elapsed before the normal proportion of glucose was
restored in the aqueous. In conclusion, Magitot states that the
capillary network may be affected in three ways: A.. Hormonal
causes; internal secretions and substances introduced into the
blood (e.g., urotropine introduced into the blood stream allows the
passage of iron into the aqueous [quotes Fradkin, Gamsoeva,
Svereva]). B. Causes connected with nervous system; (1) trophic
influences acting on the living capillary membrane, (2) vasodila-
tation by reflex action (e.g., alterations in the aqueous humour
after contusion of the opposite eye, or after sub-conjunctival injec-
tion of irritants, or in all inflammations of the anterior segment of
the eye). In all these cases dialysis is disturbed and protein.mole-
cules pass abundantly into the aqueous humour. C. Hydrostatic
causes; changes resulting from alterations in blood pressure.
Obstruction of the vortex veins produces a rise of intraocular ten-
sion, but strangely enough does not increase the quantity of albu-
men in the aqueous (Magitot and d'Autrevaux). Puncture of
the anterior chamber, however, lowers tension and causes a large
increase in the amount of albumen in the new aqueous. Ligature
of the homolateral carotid artery, or retrobulbar injection of adre-
naline reduces the retinal arterial blood pressure and stops the entry
of all trace of albumen (Magitot and d'Autrevaux).

HUMPHREY NEAME.

BOOK NOTICES

The Medical Museum. By S. H. DAUKES, M.D. Pp. 172.
London: The Wellcome Foundation, Ltd.

The author is the Director of the Wellcome Museum of Medical
Science, and this little book is an amplification of a thesis for the
M.D.Cantab. In it he appeals for the reorganisation of medical
museums in order to improve their teaching value. He would have
each case of disease treated as a whole, the primary lesion and all
the secondary conditions resulting therefrom being shown together.
Besides this he would have far more use made of pictures, models,
radiographs, temperature charts and other details bearing on disease.
Catalogues should be simplified and kept up-to-date, typography
being superior to printing in this respect as being much cheaper.
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Not the least valuable portions of the book will be found in the
appendices, on general and special methods of preservation and in
the numerous illustrations. The section dealing with amoebic
dysentery shows well the principle; on the wall are shown illustra-
tions of the predisposing factors, the causal organism and pathological
pictures, while on a shelf below are the bottle specimens showing the
intestinal lesions and the liver abscess.
The book is exceedingly well printed and produced and contains

much food for mental reflection. This system would seem to be
ideal, but we doubt if the question of expense will not militate
against its being put into general practice among the museums of
the London hospitals.
The Problem of Alien Immigration into Great Britain, illustrated

by an Examination of Russian and Polish Jewish Children.
By KARL PEARSON and MARGARET MOUL. Annals of
Eugenics. Vol. III, Parts III and IV. 1928.

In two previous instalments (reviewed in Vol. XI, p. 410, and
Vol. XII, p. 619, Brit. Ji. of Ofhthal.) the authors have correlated
their extensive findings in a special eye examination with their
findings as to the intelligence and the environment of the children
examined. In the present paper the data obtained from the
ophthalmic examination are correlated with the anthropometric
features of these alien children. Attempts to interpret the refractive
condition of the eye as an anthropometric character have of course
been made before, notably by the school of Stilling, which looked
upon myopia as the concomitant of a low orbit. But all such
attempts have ultimately led to negative conclusions. It is, therefore,
not surprising to learn that Pearson and Moul on the whole also
record negative results, though on several minor points they are
inclined to believe that they have established some connection
between eye findings and general anthropometric features-such as
a greater frequency of corneal astigmatism in children with but little
iris pigmentation. In spite of their essentially negative results the
authors believe that more extended and finer investigations will show
" vision to be a function of anthropometric character rather than a
product of, say, environment."
The problem is, of course, of fundamental importance. If vision

is uninfluenced by environment, then the different refractions seen
in man must be either a biological feature or a pathological
variation from some hypothetical normal. There is but little
evidence to support the view that refraction is an anthropometric
character fitting in with other anthropometric features. The
evidence advanced by Pearson and Moul in support of such a view
is very slight and open to serious objection; for one thing the
refractions of the children they discuss were estimated without
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cycloplegia; and a second criticism is concerned with the
justifiability of correlating these doubtful findings with the changing
anthropometric characters of the growing skull of the child. In this
connection it is worth noting that such slight positive correlation as
the authors have been able to establish occurs mainly in those parts
of the eye examination where their methods are most open to
question, e.g., in those sections which deal with total refraction rather
than in those which deal with acuity of vision or corneal astigmatism
as determined by the keratometer.

Die Bedeutung der Tuberculose fur die entzundlichen Erkran-
kungen des Uvealtractus. By J. URBANEK (Vienna). Pp.
147. Berlin: S. Karger. 1929. Price, M.8.60.

This monograph is a counter-blast " made in Austria" against
"English and American " focal sepsis. The key-note of this book
can be gathered from the story told in it of an American physician
suffering from recurrent irido-cyclitis who had been treated in New
York for every conceivable source of focal sepsis. In Vienna his
lungs were found free from tuberculosis, but the tuberculin reaction
was positive. Under observation lung involvement became apparent.
The moral of this story is obvious and the obvious is laboured in
a long monograph with an enthusiasm which sees in positive
Wassermann reactions no support for the syphilitic origin of obscure
cases of choroiditis, and sees in obvious focal sepsis-nothing very
much.
The author rightly stresses the fact that similar clinical pictures

can be produced by different exciting causes. In the absence of
some test for tuberculosis comparable to the Wassermann reaction,
and in the absence of any extensive pathological support for his view
that tuberculous infection of the eye is a frequent occurrence, it is
evidently a matter of a personal factor to what extent tuberculosis of
the eye is diagnosed. The author, therefore, does well in taking up
a considerable part of his space with a discussion of the value of the
various tuberculin tests. He holds that they are specific and
strongly advocates tebeprotin, a specially prepared tuberculin, which
he says is free from the unpleasant by-effects of old tuberculin. He
deprecates the out-patient application of this test, and advances
proof of the use of tebeprotin as a therapeutic agent.

It is of interest to note that in recent German literature tubercu-
losis seems to be ousting syphilis from the position of universal
corrupter. Thus thrombosis of the central retinal vein in young
people, and some types of retro-bulbar neuritis are amongst the
more recent evils ascribed to the tubercle bacillus. The reception
of such claims in this. country is not likely to be more cordial than
that which the conception of focal sepsis is receiving in tne German-
speaking countries.
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